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ACOUSTIC COMFORT Uncompromising
The range of benefits from TEMPO Inspiration products profit  
of TEMPO know how regarding acoustic absorption and  
reduction of sound reverberation effect. 

	 Acoustic	comfort	improvement

 High	sound	absorption	quality

 CSTB	Certification

	 Technical	support

IMPLEMENTATION: Easiest way
This is one of the benefits of TEMPO Inspiration: your installation 
constraints are taken into account from the design stage 

  
	 Fast	and	easy	installation/removal
	 No	framework	modification
	 Installation	compliant	with	occupied	premises
	 Custom-built	products
	 Removable	and	washable	covers
	 Patented	installation	system	Decowest	System

DECORATION Priority
Design is what guides the building of a TEMPO Inspiration  
piece

	 Wide	choice	of	fabrics	and	colours
	 Personalized	design	thanks	to	digital	printing
	 Easy	integration	into	the	existing	layout

With TEMPO Inspiration, the need to improve acoustic of your spaces strengthen your creativity.

Want some more? TEMPO Inspiration

Instead of limiting you, acoustics is a new tool to serve your space design. You can imagine huge 
pieces or should you need a set of tailor-made panels, we will be there. 

Get inspired by our achievements. Imagine boundless. We will assist you into the realization of 
acoustic solutions adapted to your requirements. This is the essence of TEMPO Inspiration.
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Your creatives settings
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Your palette: 4 textures, 130 colours   

    and digital printing to personalize 
your universes

«LA» MAILLE 3D 26 colours

«LE» FLAMMÉ 50 colours«LE» CHINÉ 31 colours

«LA» TOILE 23 colours

Mesh fabric

Flecked Fabric

Canvas

Tweed
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Play with thickness
The 50mm thickness of our standard panels and tiles is a characteristic of their efficiency. 
Here, thickness is a new setting to play with, just for style! 
From 75mm to 300mm, it’s up to you!

1

3

21 TEMPO	Style	panels	3000	x	850	x	150	mm	
«LA»	Maille	3D,	Bleu	clair	232

TEMPO	Style	tiles	575	x	575	x	100	mm,	575	x	575	x	200	mm,	575	x	575	x	300	mm	et	TEMPO	Dalles	575	x	575	x	50mm,		
«LA»	Maille	3D	Bleu	clair	232,	Orange	221,	Poussin	012,	Rouge	031,	Pistache	026	,	Outremer	011,	Fuchsia	004,	Pomme	231,		Nuage	028,	Mandarine	010	and	Naturel	001
Installation:	Fastening	clips	for	suspended	ceiling

TEMPO	Style	octogon	�	1200	x	100	mm	
«LE»	Flammé	02
Installation:	Screw	mounted	to	wall	

2

Design et photo : despre-archi.com 3
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Limitless variations
Designed and built with the same technicity as the traditional TEMPO range, TEMPO 
Evolution acoustic panels offer variable thickness on the same panel, from 50mm to 150mm.
Square or rectangle, panels positioned next to each other, on wall or ceiling, create an 
original layout.
Acoustic absorption is guaranteed and the slope of panels variable geometry allows you to 
create unique interior design sets 

1 TEMPO	Evolution	panels		605	x	605	x	50-110	mm	
«LA»	Maille	3D,	Groseille	217	039,	Souris	007,	Nuage	028
Installation:	Screw	mounted	to	wall

2 TEMPO	Evolution	tiles	605	x	605	x	50-100	mm
«LA»	Maille	3D,	Nuage	028,	Gris	etain	2021,	Cobalt	2031
Installation:	Adapted	fasteners	

3 TEMPO	Evolution	panneaux		1210	x	605	x	50-150	mm
«LA»	Toile,	Amande	215,	ardoise	227,	Verdon	223
Installation:	Screw	mounted	to	wall

1

22 4 tiles, 16 positions

3
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Associate colors, combine textures

1 TEMPO	Mix	Panels	1210	x	1210	x	50	mm	
«LA»	Toile	Blanc	210	and	«LE»Flammé	02
Installation:	Screw	mounted	to	wall

2 TEMPO	Mix	Iso-absorbing	standing	partition	1210	x	1810	x	50	mm
«LA»	Toile	digital	printing	and	«LA»	Maille	Ebène	099
Installation:	Standing	on	oval	bases

3 TEMPO	Mix	panel1210	x	2410	x	50	mm	
«	LA	»	Maille	3D	Naturel	001	and	Bleu	Clair	232
Installation:	Screw	mounted	to	wall

1 2

3 4

4 TEMPO	Mix	panel	1116	x	1400	x	50	mm
«LE»	Chiné		25,	42	and	38
Installation:	Screw	mounted	to	wall

T E M P O  M i x
And what if you could add a touch of ultra-deco to your sound environment?
On a sole acoustic element you can mix several coverings to create either a camaieu or an 
interplay of texture. 
Free your imagination!
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“We drew a sketch whose technical 
feasibility had been validated by 
a totally tailor-made solution that 
our teams were able to implement 
easily. With this installation, our 
work environment has become more 
intimate and cosy.”

Corinne Plouvier
IDM / Groupe Coupechoux

Playful and efficient
This shape evokes the spirit of a hut and defines a hushed and reassuring workspace, pleasant 
for the eyes and the ears. As other TEMPO products, its sound absorption is certified by 
CSTB. The “acoustic comfort” effect is even more noticeable than with horizontal panels.
Designed in partnership with IDM/Coupechoux Group, it works with any aesthetic 
surrounding thanks to limitless customization options offered by TEMPO. The shape can be 
adapted to shelter one desk or a meeting table to fit your project.

2

1 TEMPO	«LE»	Toît	1000	x	2410	x	50	
«LE»	Chiné	23	and	31
Installation:	Suspended	by	6	cables

TEMPO	«LE»	Toît,	beveled	edges		and	adjustable	hook

« L E »  T o ît

1

2
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Our technical knowledge and our taste for challenge allow us today to offer you acoustic 
panels integrating a light function, developed with Christine and Philippe Kolan, from 
Agence*K, architect in Nantes. 
This unique solution  offers high-performance acoustic absorption of all surfaces of the 
light-panel while the integration of a reflective material brings brilliance.

2

3

4

1 Created	for	Agence	*K
TEMPO	Lumière		1210	x	1210	x	50	+	acoustic	lampshade	�	700	mm
«LA»	Maille	3D	Plomb	008
Installation:	Suspended	by	4	cables	

TEMPO	Lumière		1210	x	1210	x	50	+	acoustic	lampshade	�	800	mm
«LE»	Flammé	06
Installation:	Suspended	by	4	cables	

TEMPO	Lumière	800	x	1210	x	50	mm		et	acoustic	wall	lamp	«LE»	Flammé	08
TEMPO	Lumière	605	x	1210	x	50	mm		et	acoustic	lampshade	«LE»	Flammé	06
Installation:	Screw	mounted	to	wall

TEMPO	Lumière	605	x	1210	x	50	mm		and	acoustic	lampshade	«LE»	Flammé	15
Installation:	Screw	mounted	to	wall

1

4

2

3

Light and sound in harmony
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A spot, a row of LEDs, several neons: we can give the place, that you want to luminaires 
which integrate at acoustic panels.
The lighting fixtures can reach a diameter up to 500 mm

Place to light

2

3

1 TEMPO	Panel	605	x	605	x	50mm	with	reservation	for	luminaire
«LA»	Maille	3D,	Orange	221	and	Brique	025
Installation:	Suspended	by	4	cables	

TEMPO	chipboard	of		3	connected	panels	1210	x	1210	x	50		with	reservation	for	luminaires
«LA»	Maille	3D,	Neige230	
Installation:	Suspended	by	4	cables	

TEMPO	Disk	�	150	with	reservation	for	luminaire
«LA»	Maille	3D,	Neige230		and	Chocolat	234
Installation:	Suspended	by	4	cables		

1

3

2

T

E M P O  L u x
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Les Rendez-vous  
de la Matière 2019

For the “Rendez-vous de la Matière 2019”, 
ARCHISTORM magazine’s professional 
meeting days, Frédéric IMBERT signed the 
ephemeral decor of Espace Comines.

From his sketches, we realized 3 panels 
which, fixed on an existing metallic structure, 
came to close the space of conferences, 
bringing acoustic comfort and decoration.

Monumental	bespoke	set	of	acoustic	panels	
«LA»	Maille	3D	Brique		025	and	Outremer	425

Installation:	Adapted	fasteners	

4800 de diamètre !?! 
Yes!!!

Have you ever 
seen such a big 
one?

We already built 
some! 

Be inspired by our achievements

C
r é

a ti o n s  s p é c i a
l e

s

Here are atypical projects with particular constraints for which we have accompanied 
architects, designers, acousticians, installers and prime contractor. For them, we found 
unique solutions based on our technical expertise in materials and manufacturing. Through 
our “Special Creations”, discover the know-how that we bring at your disposal.

TEMPO	Custom	built	panel	 
�	4.8m,	four	parts	connected	
by	special	assembly	hooks
	«LA»	MAILLE	3D	Jean	009
Installation:	Suspended	by	
cables	
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Le Mess des 
Entrepreuneurs

How to ensure the acoustic comfort of a multipurpose 
cocktail room in a classified area? Olivier JAMAR and 
Associates / Eudes Architecture, responsable for the 
renovation of an old military canteen in Châlons-en-
Champagne (51), contacted us for the design of a series 
of panels.

They measure 4960mm wide by 2225mm and as big as 
the monument!

TEMPO	Set	of	custom	made	panels,	 
«LA»	Toile	Noir	228	
Installation:	Vertically	suspended

Connecting the discs

In this open space, 14 health-care professionals 
take turns day and night to manage the 
hospitalization of patients at home. Between 
the need for serenity and the confidentiality of 
medical conversations, acoustic treatment was 
essential.

Each station is surmounted by a disk. They are 
connected to each other by custom-made pieces. 
This enables to increase the absorbing surface 
and thus the efficiency while remaining visually 
light.

TEMPO	Disks	�	800	x	50	«LA»	Toile	Blanc	230	,	«LE»	Chiné 23,	66	and	38	 
TEMPO	bespoke	panels	«LE»	Chiné 38
	Installation:	Set	suspended	by	cables		

TEMPO	Panel	315	x	1700	x	50	«LE»	CHINÉ	38 
Istallation:	Screw	mounted	to	wall
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TEMPO	Set	of	bespoke	panels	
«LA	»	Maille	3D	Galet	006,	 
	Installation:	Set	of	2	suspended	by	cables		

L’ École des Roches 
Our technical expertise has allowed ATAUB Cabinet to 
realize its origami idea on the ceiling of this fully glazed 
school restaurant.

The facets have been created thanks to the beveled 
edges which, according to the size of each square, 
assemble two triangles or two rectangles.

An exceptional 
ring
Our customer, Bati C, was able to 
meet the demands of architects 
who wanted the acoustic panels to 
be in harmony with the shape of 
the chosen luminaires.

We designed and manufactured a 
very large acoustic panel of atypical 
shape that now adorns the ceiling 
of a Luxembourg lobby: a ring of 
2000 mm outside diameter.

 

Ring	�	2000/1200 
Specific	covering

	Installation:	Suspended	by	3	cables		
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A particular  
anchorage

And if   ? 

In this old school, the walls of thin plaster on wooden 
slats could not support the weight of the panels on 
cables. So we thought of a unique hanging system based 
on the original metal beams to distribute the weight.

A hardware reminiscent of the marine world close to 
these offices in Trouville (76)TEMPO	panels	1210	x	1810	x	50,	«LE»	Flammé	09

and		210	x	1210	x	50,		«LE»	Flammé	09	
Installation:	Suspendus	by	4	cables	on	cables	and	screw	mounted	to	wall

And if we started from one of these ideas to go together toward something else?

We are at your disposal to develop the next 
“special creation” by matching your ideas 
and our technical skills on the same tempo.
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TEMPO	iso-absorbing	partitions	and	desk	partitions	provide	good	direct	acoustic	insulation	
in	addition	to	sound	absorption.
This	 sound	 insulation	 is	 expressed	by	 a	 sound	weakening	 coefficient	ΔLsw.	 For	 TEMPO	
products,	ΔLsw	=	14	(report	available	upon	request)

Effective and certified products
Combining	technicality	and	design,	TEMPO	panels’	installation	is	quick	and	straightforward,	as	it	doesn’t	require	
any	support	alteration	either	on	wall	or	ceiling,	and	is	compliant	with	occupied	premises.	Customizable	thanks	to	
a	wide	choice	of	coverings	and	colours,	they	ensure	acoustic	comfort	for	peaceful,	enjoyable	spaces,	completed	
with	its	aesthetic	qualities.

All	components	come	from	the	European	Union.	
TEMPO	products	are	designed	and	manufactured	on	our	production	site	in	Maine-et-Loire	
(49).

Following	specifications,	shapes,	dimensions,	colours	and	fixing	systems	are	all	adjustable	
for	TEMPO	products.	Thanks	to	its	performance	and	expertise,	TEMPO	can	build	trustful	
relationships	with	its	partners,	such	as	architects,	space	designers,	acoustical	engineer,	
construction	economists…

TEMPO	lowers	the	reverberation	time	(Tr)	of	the	room	it	is	set	up	in,	thanks	to	its	strong	
sound	absorption	across	 the	whole	 frequency	spectrum.	This	acoustic	performance	 is	
expressed	 in	alpha	sabine	(sound	absorption	coefficient)	depending	on	the	frequency,	
and	a	αw	coefficient	specific	to	the	product	(αw	=	1	is	100%	absorbing).
TEMPO	has	a	CSTB	acoustic	certification	of	αw	=	1	(report	available	upon	request).

Euroclass	Bs2d0	
TEMPO	 products	 are	 consistent	with	 the	 European	Union	 regulatory	 requirements	 in	
terms	of	reaction	to	fire	performance	(report	available	upon	request)

Each	component	 is	marked	A+	upon	the	construction’s	products	 regulation	for	 indoor	
coverings	regarding	their	volatile	pollutant	emissions	(report	available	upon	request).

TEMPO Panel 3000x 3600 x 50 mm,  
170 mm from its support
TEMPO Panel 3000 x 3600 x 50 mm,   
30 mm from its support

αw = 1 Classe A

F (Hz)
125          250          500         1000        2000          4000

0

0.40

0.80

1.20
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For further information and documentation, please contact us!
We have the acoustic and design solution for you        

Supple material bonding following our clients’ specifications (shoes, bedding, leather goods, 
textile…).
www.digitex-contrecollage.fr

Our brand of floor sound insulation, sub-slab and sub-floating floor.
www.digisol-acoustique.fr

Our collection of wide decorating fabric, bound to an acoustic material.
www.sensoria-decoration.fr

Panels, mobile partitions and wall covering for acoustic comfort and interior decoration.
www.tempo-acoustique.fr

Smart sound masking system.
www.softdb.com/frLe masquage sonore intelligent.

Technicality and decoration, a longstanding relationship
Located in the Pays de la Loire since 1987, Digitex group expresses a unique path in the conception and fabrication of 
technical products for the industry and building.

Brochure TEMPO 6 pages
Brochure TEMPO Panels/Mobile
Brochure TEMPO Wall
Brochure TEMPO Inspiration
Brochure TEMPO Hotels and Restaurants
Brochure TEMPO Workspaces
Documentation TEMPO Sound absorbing standing partition
Documentation TEMPO Sound absorbing desk partition
Documentation TEMPO “THE” Roof
Documentation TEMPO “THE” Digital Printing

Documentation TEMPO Light
Documentation TEMPO Evolution
Documentation TEMPO Style
Colour Chart TEMPO «LA» Maille 3D  
Colour Chart TEMPO «LA» Toile
Colour Chart TEMPO «LE» Chiné
Colour Chart TEMPO «LE» Flammé
Project of the Month by TEMPO
Brochure Soft dB France – Smart Sound Masking

3, Avenue de l’Europe, Parc d’activités du Val de Moine
Saint Germain sur Moine

49230 SEVREMOINE - FRANCE
TélTél : +33 2 41 70 24 31  FaxFax : +33 2 41 70 25 10

contact@digitex-industrie.fr  www.digitex-industrie.fr

For further information, call our Export Sales service

commercial@tempo-acoustique.fr
+33 2 41 70 84 82.

october 2019 - Tome 1

Find TEMPO products and let our creations inspire you 
www.tempo-acoustique.fr
www.facebook.com/TempoAcoustique
www.pinterest.fr/tempoacoustique
www.linkedin.com/company/tempo-acoustique


